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... zes smras-so) are not infrequent, introducing direct speech by a non-verb would seem to constitute at least a convenient alternative.
(2) Though we observe the instrumentative if the word naming or describing the speaker is connected with words like smras-pa, this case-suffix does not occur if the utterance is introduced by na-re. (3) The person to whom the utterance is addressed is never found after na-re. If the 'addressee' is mentioned at all, his name or description will be placed before that of the speaker.9 (4) In a similar way, no adverb describing the manner or time of the utterance will ever be observed between the name of the speaker and na-re. In fact, na-re always follows immediately after his name.
Though each of these four observations speaks more or less strongly against the verbal nature of na-re, none of them would seem to provide us with a key to its real nature. From a close examination of the usage of na-re in various texts of the Tibetan Canon 10 it would appear that the function of na-re does not merely consist in introducing an utterance. An analysis of passages where more than one utterance is involved is bound to show that na-re also stresses the name or the general description of the speakers whose utterances are reported. The speakers may be contrasted in a general way as k'a-cig 11 [or la-la] 12 ' some' na-re . . ., k'a-cig [la-la] na-re, or specified as gas ma dad-pa de-dag ' non-believers' na-re . . . gad dad-pa-da4-ldan-pa-dag ' believers' na-re,13 or simply referred to as gian-dag 'others '.14 In a conversation between two girls reported as being overheard, the utterance of the second girl is introduced as cig dos 'the other one ' na-re. 15 Some confirmation of the suggested emphasis on the name or description of the speaker by na-re may be derived from a passage in the third chapter of the Lalitavistara 16 where the Sanskrit original, after an initial kecid ahu... ' some said', shows a string of sentences beginning with apare 'others' tvrhu (-= tu ahu), the contrast being stressed by the particle tu 'but'. The corresponding Tibetan text has throughout la-la na-re."7 It may be less easily conceded that na-re emphasizes the name or the description of the speaker if only a single speaker and a single utterance are involved. There seem to be, however, clear cases of the latter kind. If parents 9 cf. the two examples on p. 558 where the person to whom a message is conveyed has been mentioned. o10 na-re is found there far more frequently than Jischke's remark (Dict., 300) 'It hardly occurs in old classical literature' would lead us to expect.
For 20 suggest its name at the birthday festival. In fact the impression resulting from a scrutiny of the texts is that in the course of a story direct speech is frequently reserved for an utterance of persons in authority, or otherwise of particular interest, and that introducing their utterance by na-re further enhances that interest.
The contention, then, is that na-re fulfils a dual function, emphasis on the speaker on the one hand and introduction of direct speech on the other. The realization of such a function allows us, I believe, to split into two parts what has hitherto been considered a disyllabic word and treated as such in our dictionaries. The first constituent may then be identified with the case-suffix -na, affixed to the name or description of the speaker in the meaning of' in the case of' (=( 'as far as... is concerned'), in which it occurs also after the pronoun ho 'that' (ho-na = 'in that case, then '). Understanding -na as a case-suffix would account for the absence of an instrumentative,2'1 mentioned above under (2) and explain also why na-re always follows immediately after the name of the speaker (see above under (4)).
As far as the second constituent is concerned, it is suggested that we are dealing here with an adverb re in the meaning of' thus', pointing forward to the direct speech which it introduces, and taken up as such by ies (ces, dses). As opposed to Skt. evam it would only refer to what follows and not also to what precedes.22
The passage from the Lalitavistara quoted above may be quoted again. The string of sentences starting with apare tvohu shows over and above such variants as apare 'pydhu 23 and apara evam 5hu, on one occasion also apare tvevam ahu.
With due allowance made for the somewhat loose correspondence between Tibetan -na and Skt. tu, it would appear that la-la-na can be equated with apare tu, evam with re, the ies before zer-ro with iti, and the final verb zer-ro of the Tibetan text with ahu at the beginning of the Sanskrit sentence.
Though re in the meaning of 'thus' does not seem to occur in any other context, further support can be derived from its frequent function in the 
g., his translation of the refrain of his' Fifth song' which occurs with and without re).
Nor is the exclamatory usage of re mentioned in his 'Index '. 42 References to the text itself are given by quoting both page and line in Laufer's edition; for his translation reference to the page has been considered sufficient.
43 See also below, p. 560 and n. 49. Note that the same principle of word order is observed in the case of the negation. 
